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Extent
375 folders

Access
Collection is open to all researchers. Access to Bush Presidential Records, Bush Vice Presidential Records, and Quayle Vice Presidential Records is governed by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)(5 USC 552 as amended) and the Presidential Records Act (PRA)(44 USC 22) and therefore records may be restricted in whole or in part in accordance with legal exemptions.

Copyright
Documents in this collection that were prepared by officials of the United States government as part of their official duties are in the public domain. Researchers are advised to consult the copyright law of the United States (Title 17, USC) which governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.

Provenance
Official records of George Bush's presidency and vice presidency are housed at the George Bush Presidential Library and administered by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) under the provisions of the Presidential Records Act (PRA).

Processed By
Staff Archivists, February 1998. Previously restricted materials are added as they are released.

Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 1998-0002-F are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

FOIA 1998-0002-F contains materials on President George Bush's America 2000 Education initiative, school choice initiatives, school funding debates, forced busing, and the National Education Goals. The FOIA collection contains correspondence from constituents concerning school choice, forced busing and
comments on the America 2000 initiative. Most of this material can be found in the Alphabetical and Subject Files. Additional materials include memoranda, correspondence, invitations, schedules, fact sheets, videotapes, press releases, reports, congressional testimony, news clippings, letters, and publications concerning the formulation and implementation of the America 2000 initiative, funding for America 2000, and the formulation and implementation of the National Education Strategy. Most of this material will be found in the Staff Office Files. Other related materials include implementation of America 2000 on the state level and America 2000 kick-off events including detailed discussions of Presidential participation. The collection also contains information on state events related to America 2000 and implementation of the National Education Goals.

System of Arrangement
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in four collection areas—Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Alphabetical Files; Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Subject Files; Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files; and Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. As policy, WHORM Alphabetical Files and WHORM Subject Files are processed at the document level. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is, individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.

The WHORM Subject File compiled by the White House Office of Records Management is comprised of a series of documents assigned a letter/number combination and filed in a subject category. A complete listing of the subject categories including a detailed description of each category is available in our research room and on our website at http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/find/whorm/whorm.html.

Please note that a single asterisk "*" indicates that the category is entirely processed and open.

Please note that a double asterisk "**" indicates files or documents that were incidentally processed as part of this FOIA request.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 1998-0002-F.

**Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Alphabetical Files**

**Name**
Amerson, Rebeca Wynn
Cadwell, G. Chaun
Cilley, David
Cullen, Frank
Culver, Roberta
Fassilis, Helen
Fessell, Carol McGuire
Galban, Nancy J.
Giammarinaro, Carolyn
Henning, Anita
Henson, Patty
Jacobs, Marilee
Kliewer, Marvin
Lagattolla, Mario
Lewis, Connie
Lindass, Evie K.
Meckler, Linda
Mendez, Mercedes
Nemes, Helen
Palmer, Helen
Pickney, Lynn
Pridgen, Janet
Russotta, Tammy
Simpson, Lois L.

**Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Subject Files**

**Category**  **Case Number**
CO  Scanned: Case Number 244577
DI002*  Scanned: Case Number 096109
ED*  Scanned: Case Numbers 079550, 119360, 139860, 142048, 230499CU, 31244,
231741SS, 231794, 233900, 234066, 234243, 234667, 234763, 235145, 235490, 
236633SS, 237103, 238442, 238564CU, 238684, 239559, 239746, 239945CU, 
240260, 240740, 241310, 241772, 241854, 242244, 243930, 245148, 245152, 
245155, 246764CU, 247266, 247679CU, 248965, 252806, 257634, 258359, 259509, 
260401CU, 262633, 265770, 266245, 266313, 268419, 268843, 268909, 269065, 
272152, 272687, 275648, 275748, 279006, 280343, 282877, 282949, 283055, 283059, 
283062, 283064, 283068, 283352, 283551, 285289, 287065, 290115, 290515, 295719, 
295821, 296010, 296813, 296819, 296827, 299097, 300146, 300342, 301468CU, 
302103, 304605, 305343, 305541, 311243, 312865, 314644, 314648, 315616, 
321100SS, 322011CU, 322511CU, 331582, 335865SS, 351574, 357033

ED001*  Scanned: Case Number 257436
ED003  Scanned: Case Number 238150
FA*  Scanned: Case Number 206329
FA003*  Scanned: Case Number 001083
FA003*  Scanned: Case Numbers 004837, 027718, 114974, 297546
FG001-06*  Scanned: Case Numbers 272283, 276786, 294131, 323864
FG001-08*  Scanned: Case Numbers 347787CU, 347787SS
FG006-01*  Scanned: Case Numbers 277898, 299974, 321228, 334889, 339141
FG006-03*  Scanned: Case Number 239900
FG010-03  Scanned: Case Number 237044CU
  C.F.: Case Numbers 247421SS, 291902SS
FG018  Scanned: Case Number 279896
FG025  Scanned: Case Number 331811
FG026  Scanned: Case Numbers 300730, 310313
FG051  Scanned: Case Number 312454CU
FG203-02  Scanned: Case Number 338645
FI005-03*  Scanned: Case Numbers 025878, 027423, 027687
FI006*  Scanned: Case Number 318332
FI010-02*  Scanned: Case Numbers 028065, 031839, 115837
HE001-06*  Scanned: Case Number 200007
IV091*  Scanned: Case Numbers 234341, 249285, 256097, 269461
Scanned: Case Numbers 300057, 302630, 313106SS

Scanned: Case Number 368896

Scanned: Case Number 313106CU

Scanned: Case Number 279731

Scanned: Case Number 262985

Scanned: Case Number 233086CU

Scanned: Case Number 239945SS [1]-[5]: America 2000-Excellence in Education Draft Legislation

Scanned: Case Number 244278SS

Scanned: Case Number 296960

Scanned: Case Number 352668

Scanned: Case Number 294702

Scanned: Case Number 301666

Scanned: Case Number 313106CU

Scanned: Case Number 299383

Scanned: Case Number 279731

Scanned: Case Number 262985

Scanned: Case Number 239945SS [1]-[5]: America 2000-Excellence in Education Draft Legislation

Scanned: Case Number 244278SS

Scanned: Case Number 296960

Scanned: Case Number 352668

Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

Advance Office
Peggy Hazelrigg Files
Chamber of Commerce—America 2000, Tuesday, January 14, 1992 [OA/ID 08182]

Office of Cabinet Affairs
Gary Blumenthal Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 07799]

Daniel Cassie Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 07123]
U.S. Department of Education [OA/ID 07123]
[Videotapes] [OA/ID 07126]
America 2000 [OA/ID 07127]
America 2000 [OA/IA 07130]
America 2000: An Education Strategy [OA/ID 07135]
America 2000: An Education Strategy Sourcebook [OA/ID 07135]

Michael P. Jackson Files - Subject Files
America 2000—Rollout [OA/ID 03563]

Michael P. Jackson Files
America 2000, April 18, 1991 [OA/ID 06382]

Paul Korfonta Files – DPC Subject Files
America 2000 Working Group / Paper [OA/ID C.F. 01861]

Paul Korfonta Files
America 2000 Kick-Off Celebration—12/19/91, 12:30 PM, Washington D.C. [OA/ID 04878]
Mississippi America 2000 Kick-off—02/10/92, Mississippi [OA/ID 05490]

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
Cliff Alderman Files
[Toward the Year 2000: Listening to the Voice of Native America] [OA/ID 05959]

William Canary Files
Education Plan 2000 [1] [OA/ID 06252]
Education Plan 2000 [2] [OA/ID 06252]
[Videotape: America 2000: An Education Strategy] [OA/ID 06252]

Margaret Jonas Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 07207]

Jim Snyder Files
America 2000: 1992 [OA/ID 07179]

Office of Legislative Affairs
James Renne Files – Subject Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 07244]

Linda Tarplin Files
Education Issues: America 2000 [1] [OA/ID 08457]
Education Issues: America 2000 [2] [OA/ID 08457]

Office of Media Affairs
Maria Eitel Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 06815]

Katherine Holt Files
America 2000 Book [OA/ID 07363]

Dorrance Smith Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 08294]

John Undeland Files
Education—America 2000 [OA/ID 08883]
America 2000 Mailing 4/18/91 [OA/ID 08883]

Miscellaneous Files
America 2000 [OA/ID 06802]

Office of National Service
Theresa Miller Files
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [1] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [2] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [3] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [4] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [5] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Nonprofits [6] [OA/ID 08001]
Miscellaneous Files
America 2000 [1] [OA/ID 07399]
America 2000 [2] [OA/ID 07399]
American Students 2000 [OA/ID 07399]

Office of Policy Development
Randolph Beales Files
America 2000 Development and Alexander Transition Team Materials [OA/ID 07959]

Bobby Charles Files – Subject Files
Education—America 2000 (Plus) [OA/ID 07337]
Supreme Court—School Bias Case (College Desegregation Case) (J.e. 1992)
[OA/ID 07346]

Charles E.M. Kolb Files – Subject Files
Alexander, Lamar—Strategy [1] [OA/ID 06827]
Alexander, Lamar—Strategy [2] [OA/ID 06827]
Alexander, Lamar—Strategy [3] [OA/ID 06827]
Alexander, Lamar—Strategy [4] [OA/ID 06827]
Federal Education Spending [OA/ID 06830]
Vouchers [OA/ID 06836]

Johannes Kuttner Files
America 2000 [1] [OA/ID 06978]
America 2000 [2] [OA/ID 06978]
[National Education Goals: Readiness 2000: Rethinking Rhetoric and Responsibility
[OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Parental Choice and Early Childhood] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Recommendations for Measurement and Design for a National
Early Childhood Longitudinal Study] [1] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Recommendations for Measurement and Design for a National
Early Childhood Longitudinal Study] [1] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Draft Paper: National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research Long-Range Plan] [1] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Draft Paper: National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research Long-Range Plan] [2] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Draft Paper: National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research Long-Range Plan] [3] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Searches on the National Education Goals] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: A Profile in Child Care Settings: Early Education and Care
1991, Vol. 1] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: The National Education Goals Report] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Reviews of National Tests] [1] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Reviews of National Tests] [2] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Reviews of National Tests] [3] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: The Administration's Interim Report, The National Governor's
Association's Recommendations for Changes in Education Training Laws and
Regulations 7/90] [OA/ID 08372]
[National Education Goals: Report on Head Start—What Children are Learning]
[OA/ID 08372]

Rae Nelson Files – Subject Files
Federal Interagency Committee on Education [OA/ID 08235]
Telephone Call to America 2000 9/1/92 [OA 05811]

Speech File Backup, Chron File, 1989-1993
America 2000 Chamber Event 1/14/92 [1] [OA/ID 07566]
America 2000 Chamber Event 1/14/92 [2] [OA/ID 07566]
America 2000 Chamber Event 1/14/92 [3] [OA/ID 07566]

Tony Snow Files - Subject Files, 1988-1993
[America 2000] [OA/ID 08678]

Office of Public Events and Initiatives
Sig Rogich Files
Education: America 2000 [OA/ID 04733]

**Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

Office of Chief of Staff
Philip D. Brady Files – Subject Files
Voucher Legislation [OA/ID 14839]

Office of Policy
Mary Gall Files – Publication Files
Public School Desegregation in the U.S. [OA/ID 15262]

Charles Greenleaf Files – 1988 Campaign Issue Files
Financial Aid for Higher Education 7/29/87 [OA/ID 15237]

Press Office
Press Office Files
College Tuition [OA/ID 14968]

**Last modified:** 08/07/2008